I n this paper we examine the impact of different types of advance demand information on firm profit and on the benefits of resource flexibility. Specifically, we consider a firm that must choose capacities of resources that will be used to satisfy stochastic demand for multiple products, where demands follow a multivariate normal distribution. Prior to the capacity decision, the firm receives information revealing either the total volume of demand across products or the mix of demand between products. We examine two different scenarios: a dedicated resource setting with product-specific resources and a common resource scenario with one flexible resource. For both scenarios we derive the distribution of the (possibly imperfect) volume or mix demand signal, as well as the conditional distributions of demand given the particular signal. We explore the impact of either type of information on optimal capacities and profit. We find that commonality and volume information are strategic complements-so that it is more valuable to obtain volume information in settings with a common resource. On the other hand, commonality and mix information are strategic substitutes. Moreover, we find that mix and volume information themselves are complements in systems with dedicated resources. Having either type of information is valuable in reducing uncertainty for each individual product demand, but having both of them together provides information on two different dimensions, allowing for a much greater reduction in demand uncertainty. In systems with a common resource, however, the two types of information are substitutes. Because volume information is well aligned with commonality (both focus on total demand), such information already provides much of the value that can be obtained-having mix information adds limited additional value.
Introduction
To better manage purchasing and production decisions, supply chain managers are constantly seeking better information about future product demand. Such information can come from a variety of sources and take a variety of forms. In some settings, customers place orders in advance of their actual needs, automatically providing partial information about specific demand for individual products in future periods. For example, Boeing's current multiyear backlog allows the company to alter production capacities in time to meet that future demand (Bachman 2014) . In the absence of advance orders, traditional marketing research tools such as conjoint analysis can be used to translate consumer responses in choice experiments into predictions of preferences among products (see, for example, Bakken and Frazier 2006) . With the growth of online searching and purchasing activity, firms and researchers have explored ways of using customers' electronic behavior to predict demand. Individual firms can gather data about which products customers view on their websites and use these data to make predictions about future demand. Moreover, those choices may help companies assess relative preferences of customers for different product variants. Consumer trending services such as Google Trends provide vast amounts of data that have the potential to aid in demand forecasting. For example, Du and Kamakura (2012) provide a methodology to identify and interpret trends from such services.
The bulk of operations management research addressing the use of advance demand information focuses on settings with advance orders and in many cases restricts attention to a single product. Here, we explicitly explore a multiresource, multiproduct setting and consider more aggregated types of information that are less specific than advance orders. When there are multiple products, demand information has multiple dimensions, and firms may be able to obtain better information about some dimensions than others. We consider two dimensions that arise naturally in a variety of settings: the total demand volume across a family of related products (or across different geographical regions) and the mix of demand across products within such a family (or among geographic regions).
As an example of volume information, consider the auto manufacturers who were forced to change some of their paint colors because of pigment supply disruptions arising from the 2011 earthquake and tsunami in Japan (Dawson 2011) . The mix of demands across these new colors may be rather uncertain, but if demand for a model is reasonably stable year to year, the previous year's sales may provide a goodthough still imperfect-signal of total demand volume across the color options. In some cases, the choice of customer contract terms and/or production capabilities may make volume information available. For example, by allowing retailers to change the color mix of their initial product orders, and by incorporating postponement concepts into its production capabilities, Benetton has been able to obtain advance information about total demand volume while (color) mix information is still uncertain (Signorelli and Heskett 1984) .
Availability of demand mix information is prevalent in other settings. For example, firms may conduct surveys to assess customer preferences among different product variants (see, e.g., Arora et al. 1998) . In many cases purchasing quantities reported by customers in such surveys can be somewhat inflated, limiting the amount of volume information that can be obtained, but the relative preferences revealed by the surveys (mix information) tend to be more reliable. The founder of a company that sells belts and other accessories online communicated another example to one of the authors. The company obtains clickstream data on the number of times each product variant is viewed, providing some sense of the relative popularity of the various belts designs (mix information). Since conversion rates in online commerce tend to be low and volatile, however, such data may not be that useful in predicting demand volume. For example, the daily conversion data gathered by the belt online retailer (over a seven-month period in 2010) averaged 1.10%, but that rate ranged from 0% to 5%. Finally, a company choosing to enter a new product market (e.g., tablet computers) may be able to analyze incumbent companies' sales data to estimate customer preferences among different variants (e.g., different memory levels), but this information might not provide much guidance as to the overall strength of customer response to the new company's products (volume information).
To explore the impact of different information types, we model a firm that sells multiple products and fills demand using either dedicated resources or one common (flexible) resource. This allows us to explore the interaction between advance information and an alternate strategy for dealing with uncertain demand in a multiproduct, multiresource settingnamely, resource flexibility. The model is general enough to accommodate multiple interpretations. We focus on that of a production system, where the resources represent production capacities. A product requires either one unit of that product's dedicated resource or one unit of the common resource. (This model is equivalent to one where demands represent distinct geographical markets and the resources represent units held at local warehouses or at a centralized warehouse.) Demand follows a multivariate normal distribution, and the firm receives a (possibly imperfect) signal revealing either total demand volume or demand mix prior to choosing capacities. We model imperfect advance demand information signals using the Martingale Model of Forecast Evolution (MMFE). Most of the paper focuses on the case of independent and identically distributed demands for simplicity, but the methodology to derive the updated demand distributions for a given signal is applicable in general settings. (We extend the derivations to the case of asymmetric and correlated demands in Online Appendix B, available as supplemental material at http://dx.doi.org/10.1287/ msom.2014.0502.) After the capacity decision, the firm observes actual demand and satisfies it to the extent possible.
We first consider the case in which the firm obtains demand volume information. Based on the density of the demand volume signal, we derive the conditional density of each product's demand given the signal. We show that obtaining any amount of demand volume information causes optimal capacities to move closer to mean demand, as would be expected given the variance-reduction effect of demand information, and that this effect becomes stronger as the accuracy of the demand signal increases.
Next we consider the case where the firm obtains advance information about the mix of demand between products, which we model as a signal revealing (a slightly modified version of) each product's market share. We use a transformation of the demand space from rectangular coordinates to polar coordinates, where the ratio of demands is reinterpreted as the angle of rotation around the origin, and observe that this (random) angle has an offset normal distribution. Using this fact, we then derive the conditional density of each product's demand given a particular demand mix signal for the case of perfect mix information. Both the offset normal density and the conditional density of product demand are complex in general. However, we show that the conditional demand density is approximately normal, as long as the standard deviation of the underlying (multivariate normal) demand distribution is not too large relative to the mean. Since the original multivariate normal demand assumption requires a standard deviation that is not too large relative to the mean Downloaded from informs.org by [152.3.152 .177] on 09 April 2015, at 07:17 . For personal use only, all rights reserved.
(to avoid negative demand realizations), this approximation is accurate under reasonable parameter values. We build on the results for perfect information to develop numerical methods for approximating the conditional demand distribution given an imperfect mix signal.
Using the fundamental results for both types of demand information, we obtain insights about how the number of products affects the value of advance demand information. We find that the impact depends on the type of information as well as the type of resource (dedicated or common). Specifically, as the number of products grows, volume information becomes less valuable (as measured by the increase in total profit) with dedicated resources but more valuable with a common resource. The net impact depends on the interaction of two effects: the impact of the number of products on the value of information for each product and the ability to apply that value to a larger number of products. With more products, total volume information yields less information about each individual product's demand, and this (negative) effect dominates when resources are dedicated. This information dilution is not a factor when a common resource is used, so the ability to leverage the information across a larger number of products dominates. Mix information yields the opposite behavior-it becomes more valuable when resources are dedicated and less valuable when a common resource is used. The former is because mix information does not become diluted (for the case of dedicated resources) as the number of products grows. The latter is because the value provided by mix information in this scenario is actually due to volume information embedded in the mix signaland this information becomes weaker as the number of products grows. In addition, we study how product asymmetries-in terms of either selling prices or demand distributions-and demand correlation affect the value provided by either type of information.
We also explore the substitute/complement nature of multiproduct information. Specifically, we find that commonality and volume information are complements-so that it is more valuable to obtain volume information in settings with a common resource (or, equivalently, moving toward commonality is more valuable if volume information is available). This stems from the fact that, although commonality alone yields pooling benefits, there is still significant uncertainty remaining. Having volume information greatly reduces this uncertainty, by providing (at least a signal of) the exact kind of information that is needed to manage a common resource serving total demand. On the other hand, commonality and mix information are substitutes for just the opposite reason. Mix information alone helps reduce uncertainty for individual product demands (for the dedicated resource case), but in the presence of commonality, what matters is total demand-how it is split among different products (mix information) is irrelevant-so mix information is of little additional value if a common resource is used.
We find that mix and volume information themselves are complements in systems with dedicated resources. Here, having either type of information is valuable in reducing uncertainty for each individual product demand, but having both of them together provides information on two different dimensions, allowing for a much greater reduction in demand uncertainty. In systems with a common resource, however, the two types of information are substitutes. Here, since volume information is well aligned with commonality (both focus on total demand), such information already provides much of the value that can be obtained. Having mix information adds limited additional value.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the relevant literature. Section 3 introduces the basic model and notation. Section 4 presents fundamental results for the case of volume information, whereas §5 deals with the case of mix demand information. In §6, we study the value of advance demand information and explore substitute/complement relationships between type of information and product structure as well as between the two types of information (under both types of product structures). Section 7 provides concluding remarks. The online supplement contains three appendices: all proofs are relegated to Online Appendix A; in Online Appendix B, we extend the derivation of the conditional demand distributions to nonidentical and correlated demands; and Online Appendix C contains arguments supporting an approximation used for some parts of the analysis of mix information.
Literature Review
This paper is related to three streams of work. The first of these consists of operations management papers that study the use of advance demand information (ADI) in inventory and capacity decisions. In most of these papers, ADI is obtained through early customer orders, which may be induced, e.g., by early-order price discounts. We review some of the relevant papers here. Hariharan and Zipkin (1995) extend the analysis of some inventory models to a setting in which customers provide advance information on their demands. For a single-product system, DeCroix and Mookerjee (1997) (2001) studies the balance between the costs associated with price discounts and the benefits obtained through ADI. Gallego and Özer (2001) characterize the optimal inventory policy in a finite-horizon setting in which customers place advance orders. The authors explore the value of ADI. Özer and Wei (2004) extend that paper by analyzing a capacitated inventory system in which the manufacturer has the ability to obtain ADI. Boyacı and Özer (2010) consider the problem of optimal installation of capacity when the manufacturer can control the availability of ADI through the choice of prices. Özer (2003) examines the value of ADI in a distribution system. The system can be interpreted as a multi-item production system with a common intermediate product, but in this case, ADI is obtained for each individual product. Karaesmen et al. (2002) investigate the structure of the optimal policy in a make-tostock queue with ADI. The authors also propose a heuristic that is easy to implement. Thonemann (2002) analyzes the benefits of sharing ADI in a supply chain. Tan et al. (2007) model imperfect advanced demand information in a multiperiod setting and show that the optimal ordering policy is a function of the amount of advance demand information obtained. Tan et al. (2009) model imperfect demand information in a setting with two demand classes and inventory rationing. Wang and Toktay (2008) consider an inventory model with advance demand information and flexible deliveries. Demand information is obtained through customer orders and early shipments are allowed. In Gayon et al. (2009) , a make-to-stock supplier serves multiple customer classes and receives imperfect advance demand information in the form of early customer orders. The objective is to determine the optimal joint production and inventory-allocation policy. Benjaafar et al. (2011) study a productioncontrol problem in which customers provide ADI to the supplier by announcing orders ahead of their due dates. This information is imperfect because customers may later request an earlier or a later fulfillment due date. In contrast to these papers, which consider single-product problems, we examine a setting with multiple products and explore the value of aggregate demand information across products. Huang and Van Mieghem (2013) conduct an empirical study that provides statistical evidence that clickstream data can be used as advance demand information for procurement, production, and inventory management decisions. Advance demand information is also central to quick and accurate response strategies. Under these strategies, a firm can adjust its production and ordering decisions based on demand information obtained early in the selling season. The papers by Fisher and Raman (1996) and Iyer and Bergen (1997) are among the first to study the value of quick response strategies in supply chains. Both of these papers use product-specific information to update demand, whereas our focus is on aggregate information across products.
A second related research stream involves the analysis of the multiproduct newsvendor problem and the study of component commonality and resource flexibility. Papers exploring multiproduct newsvendor models tend to focus either on the role of capacity constraints (see, e.g., Nahmias and Schmidt 1984, Lau and Lau 1996) or on the substitution effect across products (e.g., Bassok et al. 1999 , Smith and Agrawal 2000 , Mahajan and van Ryzin 2001 . We refer to Turken et al. (2012) for a review of the literature on multiproduct newsvendor problems. Along these lines, Van Mieghem and Rudi (2002) consider newsvendor networks that allow for multiple products and multiple processing and storage points. Relevant research on component commonality includes Collier (1982) , Baker et al. (1986) , Gerchak et al. (1988) , and Gerchak and Henig (1989) . These papers explore the benefits of component commonality under centralized decision making.
The two papers most related to our work are Zhu and Thonemann (2004) and Casimir (2002) . Zhu and Thonemann study a setting in which customers may provide their demand forecasts at a cost. All customer demands are for a single product. The customers' advance information is used to improve the overall demand forecast for that product, modeled as an additive MMFE. The paper investigates the optimal number of customers to engage in demand information sharing. In contrast, we consider a setting with multiple products and a signal of either total demand volume or the relative mix (but not magnitudes) of different product demands. Although both models involve partial information about demand, the types of information obtained-and the analysis required to make use of that information-are fundamentally different. As in Zhu and Thonemann, we adopt the MMFE framework to capture imperfect demand information in our setting. Casimir considers a multiproduct problem but in a restricted setting with only dedicated products, perfect demand information, and symmetric cost/revenue parameters. The symmetry assumption plays a central role in that paper, as it implies that the ratios of the optimal product order quantities match the ratios of the product market shares.
The availability of volume and mix demand information is related to the marketing literature concerned with the estimation of primary and secondary demand. Primary demand for a product is the aggregate demand for all brands in a product category, whereas secondary demand is the demand for a specific brand within a category of products. A number Downloaded from informs.org by [152.3.152 .177] on 09 April 2015, at 07:17 . For personal use only, all rights reserved.
of papers in the marketing literature study estimation models that account for primary and secondary demand. For example, Arora et al. (1998) propose a hierarchical Bayesian model to estimate primary and secondary demand. Using data obtained from a field study, the authors statistically estimate the parameters of a logit model to assess the impact of price and other product attributes on product demand. Nair et al. (2005) present a methodology for estimating demand that can accommodate multiunit purchases.
Model
A firm sells n products (i = 1 n) that are produced either using dedicated resources, i.e., a resource i for each product i, or using one common flexible resource. Let D i denote random demand for product i = 1 n during a single selling season, and assume that D 1 D n follows a multivariate normal distribution. For clarity of exposition, we assume that the random variables are independent, each with mean and standard deviation . (In Online Appendix B we show how our analysis extends to the case of general asymmetric and/or correlated demands.) Let f · denote the joint density of D 1 D n . Let f i · and F i · be the marginal density and cumulative distribution function (cdf) for D i , respectively. Also, let E N denote the expected value of N , and let x and x denote the density and cdf of the standard normal distribution, respectively. When we wish to emphasize that the expectation is with respect to a random variable K, we denote this as E K N .
For the case of dedicated resources, let c i be the unit capacity cost, let p i be the exogenous product market price (net of any production costs), and let Q i be the production capacity installed for product i. In the system with a common resource, let c C be the unit capacity cost, let Q C be the flexible production capacity installed, and let p i be the exogenous market price (net of any production costs) for product i. Assume that profit margins are positive, i.e., p i > c i in the system with dedicated resources and p i > c C in the system with a common resource. In the absence of additional demand information, the firm first chooses resource capacity levels (Q i or Q C ), then actual demand is observed, and sales are generated by filling demand to the extent possible based on the installed capacity. In the system with dedicated resources, product i sales are equal to min Q i D i . As a result, the resource capacity decisions correspond to newsvendor problems with solutions Q i = + z i , where z i = −1 1 − c i /p i . In the system with a common resource, the total sales quantity is min Q C n i=1 D i . When market prices differ across products, however, demand is filled in a nested fashion-demands for the highest-priced products are satisfied first, followed by the second highest, etc. As a result, choosing the optimal capacity still has a newsvendor flavor but is somewhat more complicated. When all market prices are identical with p i = p, the capacity decision corresponds to a newsvendor problem with solution Q = n + z C √ n , where
Volume Information
Now suppose that, prior to making capacity decisions, the firm is able to observe an imperfect signal of total aggregate demand volume n i=1 D i ; otherwise, the sequence of events is the same as for the noinformation case. To make use of and assess the value of advance demand information, we need to characterize the distribution of the signal itself and also the distribution of demands given the signal. We begin with the distribution of the demand volume signal.
We model this imperfect signal using the Martingale Model of Forecast Evolution, which was independently introduced by Graves et al. (1986) and Heath and Jackson (1994) , and was also used by Zhu and Thonemann (2004) . Specifically, letX be the random volume signal (with a specific value denotedx), and let be the error (with a specific value denoted ) so that the true total demand volume X =X + . From the assumptions on the underlying demand distributions, X ∼ N n n 2 . The MMFE approach assumes that the imperfect signal is unbiased, and it splits the variance of total demand between the signal and the error term using a parameter , with 0 ≤ ≤ 1. Specifically, we have the imperfect signalX ∼ N n n 2 and the error term ∼ N 0 1 − n 2 . The parameter can be interpreted as a measure of signal accuracy, with = 0 corresponding to no information (the error term contains all demand variation) and = 1 corresponding to perfect information (the error term vanishes).
We next derive the joint distribution of the D i given an observed (imperfect) volume signalX =x. We begin by deriving the joint distribution of the conditional demand vector given observation of a perfect demand volume signal; i.e., D 1 D n−1 X = x. (Note that, with a perfect signal, demand for the nth product D n is just x − D 1 + · · · + D n−1 .) Proposition 1. The conditional demand vector D 1 D n−1 X = x has an n − 1 -dimensional multivariate normal distribution with identical marginal means x/n, identical marginal standard deviations n − 1 /n, and identical pairwise correlation coefficients −1/ n − 1 for i = j.
The preceding result can be used to obtain the conditional joint distribution of the product demands given an imperfect signalX =x with signal strength . The following result characterizes this distribution. D n X =x follows a multivariate normal distribution with identical marginal meansx/n, identical marginal standard deviations n − /n, and identical pairwise correlation coefficients − / n − for i = j.
Mix Information
We now explore a setting in which the firm receives a signal revealing information about the market shares for each product D i / n j=1 D j i = 1 n . Observing the market shares is equivalent to observing the quantities
since there is a one-to-one correspondence between the two, as
For analytical convenience, we will work with the quantity A i . We first assume that the signal reveals perfect information about the mix of demands for the products and later extend our findings to the case of an imperfect signal. The same sequence of events as in the case of volume information applies here, except that in the first step the firm learns the realization a i of A i , i = 1 n instead of total demand volume. (For ease of exposition, we again begin by assuming identically distributed and independent demands; the extension to asymmetric and/or correlated demands is given in Online Appendix B.)
As with volume information, we need to characterize the distribution of the A i , as well as the conditional distribution of demands given the mix signal. Before performing the detailed analysis, we first note that, given perfect mix signals, the updated demand random variables D i A j = a j j = 1 n are perfectly positively correlated, since having information
As a result, we can focus on deriving the marginal distribution of D i A j = a j j = 1 n . Unfortunately, obtaining the joint distribution of A 1 A n for general n appears to be analytically intractable, so we develop a simplified approach. The basis for this approach is the observation that the signal A i alone (without the A j , j = i) contains the bulk of the relevant information about demand D i ; i.e., product i's demand is influenced much more heavily by its own market share than how market shares are distributed among other products given a particular market share for product i. (See Online Appendix C for further justification of this claim.) In light of this, we use a restricted information set to derive the conditional distribution of D i given a mix signal by Angle and Radius r of a Realization
Our task now becomes one of obtaining the marginal distribution of each A i = j =i D j / n − 1 D i and then the conditional distribution of demand given the signal, D i A i = a i .
To obtain these distributions, it will be more convenient to perform the analysis using polar coordinates. To that end, define random variables i ≡ tan The distribution of the angle i is called the offset normal distribution, and it has density q . (Mardia 1972 derives the offset normal distribution as part of a broader study on directional distributions.) In developing (and verifying the accuracy of) an approximation for the distribution of R i i , it will be convenient to use an approximationq to the offset normal density q , which is accurate when the standard deviation of the underlying demand distribution is not too large relative to the mean. Since the original multivariate normal distribution requires the same type of condition to avoid negative demand realizations, this approximation (and subsequent results utilizing it) are fairly accurate under reasonable parameter values. Proposition 3 states the approximation and establishes some theoretical results regarding its accuracy in approximating q . The first part of Proposition 3 shows that the support ofq approaches the interval 0 /2 as / increases. The result then shows thatq approximates the offset normal density function arbitrarily closely in the interval 0 /2 as / becomes large.
We use the approximate distribution of i from Proposition 3 to obtain an approximation for the conditional distribution of the radius R i given a realization of the angle i , denoted by R def = R i i = . The following result shows that R converges in distribution to a normal random variable. Thus, the distribution of R is approximately normal with meanm and standard deviations , as long as / is sufficiently large. It turns out that this approximation is extremely accurate even for moderate values of / . Let h r = rf r cos r sin /q be the exact density of R , and define g r as a normal density function with meanm and standard deviations . To measure the accuracy of the approximation, we calculate the distance /2 0 0 h r − g r 2 drd . The table below reports an upper bound for this distance for any n, given specific values of and . In all cases, the approximation becomes more accurate as / increases or as n increases. Translating this back to the world of product demands, recall that the conditional demand distribution D i A i = a is distributed as cos R with = tan −1 a. It follows from Proposition 4 that D i tan −1 A i = is approximately normally distributed with mean def = cos m and standard deviation def = cos s . Because m 2 2 − s 2 2 < m 2 2 , we have thats < s . This implies that = cos s < cos s < . That is, mix information reduces the standard deviation of demand relative to the case without information.
We now examine the case of imperfect mix information. Defineˆ i to be a random variable (with realizationˆ ) representing an imperfect signal corresponding to the angle i . Let i be the random error (with realization ), so that the actual angle is given by = + . (See Figure 2. ) As demonstrated earlier, i has an offset normal distribution with density q . Letm i andŝ i be the mean and standard deviation, respectively, of i (i.e., associated with the density q ). To facilitate the use of the MMFE model for analyzing imperfect mix information, we will approximate the offset normal distribution by a normal distribution with meanm i and standard deviationŝ i . (This approximation is nearly exact for n = 2 and is reasonably accurate even for large n.) Similar to the case of volume information, we then assume thatˆ i ∼ N m i ŝ 2 i and ∼ N 0 1 − ŝ 2 i , with 0 ≤ ≤ 1 again measuring the accuracy of the signal.
All that remains then is to derive the marginal distribution of D i given an observed (imperfect) mix signalˆ i =ˆ . Similar to our approach for volume information, we make use of the perfect information results above. The density of D i ˆ i =ˆ is given by
where, recall, = cos m 2 2 + s 2 2 / m and = cos s / m m 2 2 − s 2 2 . The first factor in the integral in (2) is the (approximate) normal density of D i i =ˆ + , i.e., the conditional density given a perfect signal of the angle given byˆ + , for each . (Recall that the conditional distribution of demand given a perfect mix signal is approximately normal following the result in Proposition 4.) The second factor in the integral in (2) is the density of the error ∼ N 0 1 − ŝ 2 i . Unlike the case of volume information, it does not appear possible to obtain a closed-form expression for (2). However, numerical methods can be used to compute the density given any particular signalˆ .
Value of Advance Demand Information
In this section, we explore the value of advance demand information and its interplay with the system configuration. In § §6.1 and 6.2, we first consider a setting in which all unit costs and product prices are the same; i.e., c i = c and p i = p for all i. In those sections, we let z = −1 1 − c/p and z C = −1 1 − c C /p . In §6.3, we study the impact of product asymmetries in product profit margins and demand distributions, as well as correlation in demands, on the value of information.
Value of Volume Information
Let Q V i denote the optimal capacity for product i in a system with dedicated resources and advance demand volume information. It follows from Proposition 2 that the optimal capacities are given by
decreases as increases to 1. Similarly, in a system with a common resource, the optimal capacity level is Q V C =x + z C n 1 − , and thus EX Q V C − n = z C n 1 − , which also decreases with . In both cases, as the quality of the signal improves, volume information pushes expected capacity closer to mean demand.
We can similarly examine the increase in profit derived from volume information. In a system with dedicated resources and no information, the expected profit is
whereas with volume information, the expected profit given a particular signalx is
be the expected profit (across all signals) given volume information, the expected value of volume information is
This difference is increasing and convex in ; i.e., a more accurate volume signal results in higher profit, with a higher rate of increase as increases to 1 (i.e., perfect volume information). Somewhat less intuitive is the fact that, for a given signal quality , the value of volume information is decreasing in the number of products n. The impact of n on this value comes in two parts. First, as n increases, the number of products benefiting from the information increases, pushing the value upward. On the other hand, since a volume signal provides just one "dimension" of information aggregated across all products, this information becomes diluted-i.e., it provides less direct information about each individual product's demand-as the number of products grows. (This can be seen clearly in (5) by dividing the expression by n, yielding the per-product profit gain.) Indeed, Proposition 2 implies that the mean of the information-updated random variable converges to as n → while the standard deviation converges to ; i.e., variability is the same as without information. From (5) we see that the latter effect (dilution of information) dominates so that the total profit gain drops as the number of products n increases.
In a system with a common resource, expected profit without and with a specific volume signal are, respectively, be the expected profit (across all signals) with a common resource given volume information, the expected value of volume information is VC − C = p z C √ n 1 − 1 − . As with dedicated resources, this value is again increasing in the signal quality . However, in contrast with the dedicated resource case, here volume information delivers more value as the number of products n increases. The key difference is that, with a common resource, volume information is exactly what is needed to manage the capacity decision, so that no dilution occurs as the number of products increases. Because of the risk-pooling benefit a common resource provides (as n increases) in the absence of any information, the overall profit gain from information grows as the square root of n. (Dividing this gain by n again shows that the gain per product decreases in n-but this time as a result of the riskpooling benefit of the common resource, not because of dilution in the information obtained.) Figure 3 illustrates the per-product percentage profit gain derived from volume information as a function of the number of products for both dedicated and common resource settings.
Value of Mix Information
We next explore the value of mix information in the context of a perfect mix signal. We begin by calculating E and E . Because = E D i tan −1 A i = , we have that
We obtain the expected standard deviation by integrating with respect to the density of :
where u = / . The function l 1 n u is decreasing in n. Moreover, 1 − 1 − 1/n < l 1 n u < 1/ √ n for all u ≥ 2 and n ≥ 2.
Consider first a setting with dedicated resources. For each product i, given a perfect mix signal i , the optimal capacity is given by Q M i = i + z i . As in the case of volume information, we com-
That is, mix information pushes optimal capacities closer to mean demand (relative to no information). In terms of profitability, recall that total expected profit without information is D = n p − c − n p z . Given access to mix information, taking expectation over all possible signal values yields total expected profit
(This and the subsequent profit expressions derived under the mix information signal are approximate to the extent discussed in §5.) We thus have that MD − D = np z 1 − l 1 n / , which is increasing in n because l 1 n u is decreasing in n. By dividing the expression for MD − D by n, one can see that the value per product obtained from mix information is also increasing in n. In contrast with the case of volume information, mix information does not become diluted as the number of products increases.
Consider now a setting with a common resource. In the absence of mix information,
n , we approximate the standard deviation of n i=1 D i A j = a j j = 1 n by the standard deviation of 1 + n − 1 a 1 D 1 A 1 = a 1 , which represents the sum of all demands given the perfect correlation that comes when all market shares are observed. Expressed in polar coordinates, the standard deviation of aggregate demand across products, conditional on the mix information signal, is C = /s m 2 2 − s 2 2 . Taking expectation over the signal, we obtain
where u = / . We then have that the optimal flexible capacity level under mix information is
That is, the optimal flexible capacity level is also closer to mean demand in the presence of mix information. The corresponding expected optimal profit is
and the value of mix information with a common resource is given by
In the presence of commonality, what matters is total demand-how it is split among different products (mix information) is irrelevant-so mix information does not provide value directly. Despite this, mix information does provide some value in such cases ( MC − C > 0), but this value arises indirectly, because any particular mix signal actually contains some elements of volume information embedded in it. To see this, note that the mean of the sum Downloaded from informs.org by [152.3.152 .177] on 09 April 2015, at 07:17 . For personal use only, all rights reserved. of the mix-information-updated demands,
i , changes with i = tan −1 a i . This is illustrated in Figure 4 , where 1 2 , the thick curve in the graph, changes as the mix information signal a i = tan i varies from zero to infinity (resulting in average volume values ranging between the two parallel dashed lines in Figure 4 ). The number of products does not appear to have a consistent impact on the total profit gain, MC − C , delivered by mix information given a common resource. However, in all cases the gain increases more slowly than n, so the value added per product decreases as the number of products grows.
For the case of an imperfect mix information signal, we use the conditional density derived in (2) to compute optimal resource capacities and expected profit. Similar to the case of volume information, for dedicated resources we find (numerically) that the value of mix information is convex increasing in the signal accuracy parameter . Figure 5 illustrates the per-product percentage profit gain derived from mix information as a function of the number of products for both dedicated and common resource settings.
Asymmetric Products
Much of the preceding analysis has assumed that products are symmetric in terms of both profit margins and demand parameters and that product demands are independent. In this section we explore the impact of product asymmetry and correlation on the value of information. For ease of exposition, we focus on the case of two products and perfect information.
6.3.1. Asymmetric Prices. To evaluate the impact of asymmetric prices, we consider p 1 = p + and p 2 = p − for > 0. For dedicated resources, we can show analytically that such asymmetric prices cause the value of either volume or mix information to decrease. To see this, note that VD − D and MD − D are both proportional to
which is decreasing in . The expression in (10) represents the incremental rate of profit gain from reducing the standard deviation of product demand. Since that quantity does not depend on the particular type of information used to reduce demand variability, the fact that asymmetric prices yield smaller profit gains from information is not a result of the type of information, but rather derives from the fundamental economics of the newsvendor problem. The setting with a common resource is more complex to analyze because, with asymmetric prices, it is optimal to satisfy demands in a nested wayfirst serving demand for the product with the highest price, then the one with the next highest price, etc. This complicates the expected profit function and the calculation of the optimal resource capacity, making analytical characterization of the impact of asymmetric prices more difficult. As a result, we explore this case through numerical studies. We begin with a (symmetric) base case with c C = 5; p i = 10, i = 5, Downloaded from informs.org by [152.3.152 .177] on 09 April 2015, at 07:17 . For personal use only, all rights reserved. i = 2 for i = 1 2; and demand correlation = 0. We then introduce asymmetric selling prices by setting p 1 = 10 + 0 5k and p 2 = 10 − 0 5k for k = 0 1 9 (to preserve positive margins for both products). Then for each information setting (volume and mix) we simulate 2,000 problem instances, where in each instance we (i) randomly generate a demand pair D 1 D 2 , (ii) compute the information signal given the demands, (iii) compute the optimal resource quantity Q C given the signal (but not using the actual demand values), and (iv) use the actual demands to compute the actual profit earned for that instance. For each setting, we also compute (once) the optimal resource capacity assuming no information signal is available, and we use the simulated demands to compute expected profit for this no-information case. We then compare the average profits (over the 2,000 instances) with and without information to compute the percentage gain in profit stemming from the use of information.
The numerical results suggest behavior similar to the dedicated resource case; i.e., for both mix and volume information, the value of information showed a decreasing trend as prices became more asymmetric. One might expect that asymmetric prices would make information more valuable in this setting-especially mix information, since it would provide not only a (weak) signal of total demand (as discussed in the previous section) but also a signal of the "effective" product profit margin (by signaling if one product's demand is likely to be larger than the other). However, as selling prices diverge, the bulk of the profit is earned on the higher-priced item. When choosing the total flexible resource capacity, there is strong incentive to order enough to cover that product's demand, but the firm is relatively indifferent about whether it stocks enough to cover the lower-priced product's demand. As a result, overall profits are relatively insensitive to the exact capacity quantity-as long as it is likely to cover product 1's demand and unlikely to go beyond total demand. As a result, more precise information about product demand becomes somewhat less valuable.
Asymmetric and/or Correlated Demands.
To study product demand asymmetries and/or correlation, we perform a similar set of studies, but rather than varying product price, we vary product demands, with 1 = 5 + k and 2 = 5 − k for k = 0 1 2, and each product's demand standard deviation is adjusted to preserve a coefficient of variation i / i = 0 4 as in the base case. For each combination of asymmetric demands, we also vary the demand correlation over the values = −0 5 0 0 5.
For volume information, we find that the value of information increases moderately as product demands become more asymmetric (for both common and dedicated resources) and that the value increases significantly as product demands become more correlated. The latter observation is intuitivesince volume information is in some sense orthogonal to positive correlation, having the two together allows for a more precise estimate of demand. The former observation arises from the fact that asymmetric demands (in particular, asymmetric standard deviations) cause the conditional distribution (given x) of each demand to become less variable-a small standard deviation for one product's demand, combined with the correlation induced by information about total demand, causes both posterior standard deviations to be smaller. (Using the material on asymmetric products presented in Online Appendix B, both of these observations can be shown analytically for the case of dedicated resources.) For mix information, the impact of demand asymmetry is less clear overall. With dedicated resources, we observe that increasing correlation leads to reduced value of mix information. This is again intuitive, since negative correlation and mix information can be viewed as orthogonal. However, for the other scenarios, the results of the numerical study do not show any clear pattern, and any changes in value (as asymmetry or correlation changes) are small. system (based on either dedicated or common resources). We also determine whether mix and volume information are strategic complements or substitutes.
We begin by studying the interaction between volume information and system flexibility (given by the use of a common resource). To focus on the relationship between information and system structure, we assume, for i = 1 n, that c i = c C in the dedicated resource system and p i = p in both dedicated and common resource systems. We compare C − D and VC − VD using (3)-(7). That is,
VC − VD for all n and for all . That is, commonality and volume information are strategic complements. This makes sense-having information about total demand volume is more valuable when using a common resource, since in that case, total demand is all that is relevant.
We next examine the interplay between mix information and system flexibility by comparing C − D and MC − MD . Because of the lack of closed-form expressions for imperfect mix information, we focus on the case of perfect mix information. It follows from 8 and 9 that
This implies that C − D > MC − MD , so that in contrast to volume information, commonality and mix information are strategic substitutes. Commonality adds value by providing protection against mix uncertainty (i.e., the relative size of demand for different products), and as a result, it increases profit when no advance information is available. Mix information removes this uncertainty, and so commonality adds no further value when perfect mix information is available. The same argument applies under an imperfect signal of mix information. Under intermediate values of , we find that commonality and mix information are (weaker) strategic substitutes (relative to the case of perfect mix information).
We now turn attention to settings involving a combination of mix and volume information. To that end, we first examine a scenario in which the firm has access to (imperfect) signals of both the volume and mix of demands for n products. Following Proposition 2, we have that the conditional distribution of demands given a volume signalX =x is multivariate normal with identical marginal meansx/n, identical standard deviations n − /n, and identical pairwise correlation coefficients − / n − . Using as a starting point the multivariate normal distribution of the volume-information-updated demand random variables, we follow the results in Online Appendix B to derive the marginal distribution of demand D i for a given mix signal . From there, we can numerically calculate the density of the marginal demand distributions for the case of an imperfect mix signal. For a representative example, Figure 6 illustrates the value of the combined volume and mix information signals as a percentage profit improvement from a setting without information. In that graph, V and M denote the accuracy of the volume and mix information signals, respectively. We next examine the interplay between mix and volume information. We first consider a setting with dedicated resources. The goal is to compare MVD − VD and MD − D , where MVD is the expected profit associated with the case in which the firm has both volume and mix information in a setting with dedicated resources (where expectations are taken over demand as well as the volume and mix signals). For the following analytical arguments, we focus on the case with perfect volume and mix information. (For imperfect information, the analytical result is confirmed by the numerical results shown in Figure 6 .) In that setting, having perfect information about n j=1 D j and j =i D j / n − 1 D i removes all the uncertainty in the system, so MVD = n p − c . Based on 3 , 4 , and 8 , the comparison between MVD − VD and MD − D reduces to a comparison between n − 1 /n and 1 − l 1 n / . One can verify that 1 − l 1 n / < n − 1 /n for all n ≥ 2. We conclude that volume and mix information are strategic complements in systems with dedicated resources. This is because neither volume nor mix Downloaded from informs.org by [152.3.152 .177] on 09 April 2015, at 07:17 . For personal use only, all rights reserved.
information are very closely aligned with the information needed to manage dedicated products, i.e., the demand of each product individually. As a result, the value provided by either type of information on its own is limited, whereas, working together, the two types of information provide exactly the information that is needed. On the other hand, since volume information provides all the information that is needed when a common resource is used, the addition of mix information does not increase profit; i.e., MVC − VC = 0. This implies that MC − C > MVC − VC . Therefore, in systems with commonality, volume and mix information are strategic substitutes.
Conclusion
In this paper we examine the impact of different types of demand information on profit and the benefits of flexibility in a multiproduct setting. We focus on two specific types of information-total demand volume across products and demand mix between products. For both demand types we derive the relevant probability distributions-i.e., the distribution of the information signal, and the distributions of product demands given that signal-and then use those results to obtain insights into the impact of information and its interaction with various system features. In particular, we explore the impact of the number of products in the system on the value of demand information, and we characterize how this impact depends on the specific resource configuration (dedicated versus flexible). We also examine strategic substitute/complement relationships between information type and resource configuration, finding that volume information has a complementary relationship with resource flexibility, whereas mix information acts as a substitute. Finally, we show that mix and volume information are themselves complements with dedicated resources-either type provides some value on its own but that value is amplified in the presence of the other information type-although they act as substitutes when a common resource is used.
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